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INTRODUCTION 
Isambard Kingdom Brunel (1806-1859) was a leading British civil engineer famous for constructing the 

first major British railway, the Great Western Railway. One of the challenges of constructing railways is 
dealing with the gradient of the earths surface.

A gradient of 1-in-100 requires approximately 4 times the force to pull a load than on a smooth, level 
track (8lb = friction per ton). In 1840, passenger trains weighed about 60 tons, and freight trains about 

250 tons. So to pull a 60-ton load would require 480lb to pull it along a level track, and 1,824lb for a 1-
in-100 gradient.  

The force Nf, to overcome friction can be expressed as a function of the normal force, that is the weight 
of the load (including locomotive) giving:

Nf = µW

where µ is the coefficient of friction. If the train enters a gradient of angle ✓, the normal force becomes 

Wcos� and the component of W acting down the gradient is Wsin�. Therefore the total force N required 

to pull the wagons up the gradient is given by:

N = µWcos� +Wsin�

For a gradient of 1-in-100, ✓ becomes 0.57 degrees, so cos� approximates to 1.0 ,and sin� to 0.01, 

therefore

N = µW + 0.01W

The value of µ from the example given above is 8lb/2240lb = 0.00357, and the weight of a passenger 

wagon is 60 tons (one British ton = 2,240lb) which equals 134,400lb. Therefore

N = (0.00357⇥ 134400) + 0.01⇥ 134400 = 1824lbs

For 67 miles of the route, the gradient does not exceed 1 in 1,320, and a further 47 miles it does not 
exceed 1 in 660, enabling the Great Western Railway to operate the fastest trains in the world. This 

simplified treatment of friction shows why Brunel adopted shallow gradients during a time of limited 
locomotive power. 

What is the force for 1-in-660? 1-in-1320? We can write an algorithm to calculate the forces, for a train of 
weight W, given a particular gradient. Then we can translate the algorithm into a program.
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THE ALGORITHM
When writing an algorithm, the first thing to do is to decide what is to be done. The program takes two 

inputs, the weight of the train, and the gradient. The output is the force in pounds to pull the wagons up 
the gradient. So the algorithm in simplest terms is:

1. Obtain the weight of the train and gradient from the user.
2. Calculate the force in pounds to pull the wagons up the gradient.

3. Output the force to the user.

Some more information is required in step 1 - primarily to specify the units associated with the input. 

Reading through the problem specification, we can derive that the gradient is a positive whole number, 
and the weight of the train is in tons. 

Now the second step can be expanded upon. What is involved in calculating the force? Looking at the 
specification, all the calculations are done in pounds, so the most logical step is to convert the weight of 

the train into pounds. The algorithm now becomes:

1. Obtain the weight of the train (tons) and gradient from the user (+ve value).
2. Calculate the force in pounds to pull the wagons up the gradient.

2.1.Convert the weight of the train from tons to pounds.

3. Output the force to the user.

Now the equation can be analyzed to see what additional information is needed:

N = µWcos� +Wsin�

W is the weight of the train which was obtained from the user. Two remaining pieces of information are 
needed: µ and ✓ . The former represents the coefficient of friction, whilst the latter is the angle of 

inclination. This adds three sub-steps to step 2:

1. Obtain the weight of the train (tons) and gradient from the user (+ve value).

2. Calculate the force in pounds to pull the wagons up the gradient.
2.1.Convert the weight of the train from tons to pounds, W.

2.2.Calculate the coefficient of friction, µ.

2.3.Calculate the angle of inclination, ✓.

2.4.Calculate the force, N.

3. Output the force to the user (pounds).

Now that the algorithm has its main steps, some of the specifics need to be realized. 

In Step 2.1, how is the weight of the train converted from tons to pounds? 
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- This is referenced in the specification : one British ton = 2,240lb

- So the number of pounds = tons multiplied by 2240.

In Step 2.2, how is the coefficient of friction calculated? 
- This is calculated by dividing the pounds of friction per ton by the number of pounds per ton.

- So the coefficient of friction, µ = 8 divided by 2240.

In Step 2.3, how is the and angle of inclination calculated?

- This is calculated using trigonometry. Consider the diagram below:
- The angle of inclination, ✓ is calculated using the rise (h), and run (d). The rise is always 1.0, whereas the 

run is the gradient value input by the user.

- The angle of inclination can then be calculated as the angle from a tangent gradient, given by the 
equation: 

� = arctan

✓
h

d

◆

In Step 2.4, the calculation is performed using the equation for N.
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THE PROGRAM IN FORTRAN

Here is the program written in Fortran 95.

program brunel

    implicit none

    integer :: gradient
    real :: trainWT, trainWTlbs, forcelbs, coeffFrctn, theta
    real :: lbsTon = 2240.0
    
    write(*,*) "The gradient is 1 in ?"
    read(*,*) gradient
    write(*,*) "Weight of the train (tons) ?"
    read(*,*) trainWT
    
    ! Calculate the coefficient of friction
    coeffFrctn = 8.0/lbsTon
    ! Calculate the train weight in pounds
    trainWTlbs = trainWT * lbsTon
    ! Convert the gradient to radians
    theta = atan(1.0/gradient)

    ! Calculate the total force required to pull the train up the gradient 
    forcelbs=coeffFrctn * trainWTlbs * cos(theta) + trainWTlbs * sin(theta);

    write(*,10) "The force is ", forcelbs, " pounds"
    10 format (a13, f7.2, a7)
    
end program brunel
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THE PROGRAM ANALYSIS

The program works like the algorithm does, in sequence. This is a very simple program, there are no 
loops, and no decisions to be made, it is basically input-calculations-output. The first part of the program 
deals with creating “variables” to store the various values that the user enters, and the program 
calculates.

    integer :: gradient
    real :: trainWT, trainWTlbs, forcelbs, coeffFrctn, theta
    real :: lbsTon = 2240.0

The gradient is an integer, i.e. a whole number, and the remaining variables are real numbers, because 
they contain a fractional value. We have tried to give them names that signify the value they contain:

gradient gradient of the slope

trainWT weight of the train

trainWTlbs weight of the trains in pounds

forcelbs the force in pounds

coeffFrctn coefficient of friction

theta angle of inclination

lbsTon pounds per ton (British)

There is no right or wrong way to name variables. Well there is a wrong way, two wrong ways in fact. One 

is to use a variable which has only 1-2 characters, and is meaningless, for example shortening trainWT to 

tw. The other is to make the variables too long, for example weightOFtrainINpounds. Keep it succinct, 

and descriptive.

The next part of the program reads in the required values (the gradient and weight of the train) from the 

user, including two prompts.

    write(*,*) "The gradient is 1 in ?"
    read(*,*) gradient
    write(*,*) "Weight of the train (tons) ?"
    read(*,*) trainWT

Once we have this information, we can perform some of the intermediary calculations.

    ! Calculate the coefficient of friction
    coeffFrctn = 8.0/lbsTon
    ! Calculate the train weight in pounds
    trainWTlbs = trainWT * lbsTon
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    ! Convert the gradient to radians
    theta = atan(1.0/gradient)

Once these are calculated we can perform the final calculation:

    ! Calculate the total force required to pull the train up the gradient 
    forcelbs=coeffFrctn * trainWTlbs * cos(theta) + trainWTlbs * sin(theta);

Now all that is left to do is print out the result:

    write(*,10) "The force is ", forcelbs, " pounds"
    10 format (a13, f7.2, a7)

Note here that we have used a format statement, to format the output. The label 10 just signifies the 

particular format statement to be used (so if you had a bunch of format statements in a large program, 

you could put them all in one place, maybe the end of the program?). The a13 signifies 13 ascii 

characters, “The force is “, the f7.2 signifies a real number with two decimal points, and the a7 signifies 

the ending string “ pounds”. 
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THE PROGRAM IN C

For comparisons sake, here is the program written in C:

#include <stdio.h>
#include <math.h>
#define lbsTon 2240.0

int main(void)
{
    int gradient;
    double trainWT, trainWTlbs, forcelbs, coeffFrctn, theta;
 
    printf("The gradient is 1 in ?");
    scanf("%d", &gradient);
    printf("Weight of the train (tons) ?");
    scanf("%lf", &trainWT);

    // Calculate the coefficient of friction
    coeffFrctn = 8.0/lbsTon;
    // Calculate the train weight in pounds
    trainWTlbs = trainWT * lbsTon;
    // Convert the gradient to radians
    theta = atan(1.0/gradient);

    // Calculate the total force required to pull the train up the gradient 
    forcelbs= coeffFrctn * trainWTlbs * cos(theta) + trainWTlbs * sin(theta);

    printf("The force is %.2lf pounds\n", forcelbs);

    return 0;
}
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